
Assumption -1)  Customers do take a trial (Freemium without credit card info) but the conversion
to subscription is extremely low 0.5% as compared to an industry standard of 9%
My ticket/Story roadmap says - “Conversion post trial is very low at 0.5% as compared to
industry standards of 9%. Lets test to help customers with a pricing calculator during
trial subscription with assistance of a chatbot to see if we can improve conversion”.
Customer operations team has agreed to lend us 1 head for a month.
2) The current scenario is such that I am writing this PRD in the month of September.
3) This is for the SaaS provider - Thought Spot - https://www.thoughtspot.com/pricing
4) We had earlier tried to increase conversion by adding a contact us for pricing button which
would open up a pop up to enter email details and phone number after which we would connect
with the customer
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Price Calculator through Chatbot

This project aims to increase conversion by introducing a dynamic price calculator on our pricing
page checkout page.

Problem:
● Post Trial Conversion to Subscription is too Low - Post trial conversion sucks. We

currently stand at 0.5% but should be able to do 9% based on market standards.
● Conversion Stats - Prior support tickets show many customers buying the software

after hitting the contact us button when given clarity on how pricing structure will be.
● Adding contact us for pricing button didn’t do as much: last quarter we A/B tested the

button and UI to better point to our customer support. This nudged conversion by 3%
points.

High Level Approach - Customers may be discouraged if they cannot figure out the price of
using our software over others. There is no way to compare. To understand the value
proposition and make decisions in our favour , clients will need the pricing to do a cost benefit
analysis at their end to eventually subscribe.

Customer
● The customer, though likes the software, often has to raise a

“contact request” or use the chatbot which is not live and has
limited appointments available to understand how much
using the software will cost - specifically for his firm size and
typical everyday usage.

https://www.thoughtspot.com/pricing


Impact
● Since the pricing is consumption/capacity based, customers are unable to get a fair idea

of how much using the software would cost?
● 40% of contact us requests are to clarify the cost of purchase.
● Urgency - People who could be contacted and were given exact pricing had a high

conversion rate - 70%. Major membership renewals for firms are based on Financial
calendar. We need to have a robust system in place by December to tweak and further
test an be ready by the next financial year.

Goals
● Test if adding support for pricing calculation through live chat can profitably

increase conversion: we need to add 20+ orders per day (need to check with finance
team)just to break even on our live chat support cost (addition of a pricing specialist on
chat support). Unclear if we can do it. This is a test!

● Ideally have an answer by the start of Dec so we can ask for support resources in Q1.
● Keep the test cheap - avoid any kind of gold plating,  if it actually works, we will try to

automate the quote generation process on the website (javascript snippet.., etc) or
continue by adding resources on chat support based on future profitability studies.

Out of Scope

1. Major UX changes: we will only add a visible “click for quote” button at all places
having a “get pricing” button, no other UX changes.

2. Chat vendor: we’ll only add a few probing questions to try and automate the quote
(wherever possible with minimal data entry from the customer - to be defined by
customer ops teams), else try to route all resolutions through our trained online chat
specialist.

3. International and non-English: only english users to keep our test simple.

Team
● Rahul (cust ops manager): Incharge of probing questions to automate quote with

accuracy and create logic to identify cases that need to be handled by a dedicated

support agent. Sign off on our support resourcing assumptions.

● Akshay (cust ops rep): incharge of client interactions and quote generation and
summarize learnings once a week.

● Raghav (dev): build, qa and variables to calculate pricing. Needs to check operational
efficiency on both mobile and laptop/desktop devices.

● Kalpana (finance): review profitability assumptions for our test, find breakeven orders
required to implement extra chat support.

● Karan (design): very light review of the changes we’ll make, no major design requests.
● Vikram (BI): Make sure we can get the reporting we need in time for the test.



Context :-

Use Cases -
1) Users want to :-

a) Get help within 2 minutes - Ability to do this will depend on traffic and time
taken for each resolution. Maybe difficult to achieve. We will try to implement it
for now.

b) On mobile or desktop: 55% of traffic to our website is on a mobile device, this is
critical.

c) Get an accurate quote: Client wants an instant quote with an accuracy allowing
a maximum delta of ±10%.Unsure if achievable, let's aim for this limit for now.

2) Customer Ops wants to:
a. Be in the queue: via a desktop/web client, mobile is not needed.
b. Add/reduce agents: on their own without having to consult the dev team.
c. Set working hours: control when the live chat button is visible on the site.
d. View user info: we must pass in the user-id so they can look up the current user.
e. Tag chats: after a chat is done, put unstructured text into a comments field for

future analysis.

Assumptions

1. Need 20+ orders/day to break even with 1 support head: based on cost per head,
and lifetime value of a subscription.

2. Enable button for 50% of users opting for trials : based on some assumptions on
wait times, chat lengths, and number of simultaneous chats. We don’t have any data to
make a good guess, so let’s pick this and allow our system to ramp traffic up/down
quickly.

3. Conversion post trial should go from 0.5% to 9%

Proposal-
● Create a dynamic pricing calculator and integrate the same in the chatbot feature that

can take in input from the user based on his actual consumption and business needs
and help provide a tentative estimate of price - only for smaller users where minimal
data is required to generate a quote (fixed operational hours and consumption
requirements). For users with more complex operations and larger scope of usage,
pricing calculation to be redirected to a chat specialist.

● Add new Pricing calculator button (to redirect to a chatbot pop up in the same page) in
key locations of the website - create a separate button below contact us for pricing - “get
a custom quote”

● Have a customer ops person, help customers identify exact needs based on inputs via
chat wherever impossible by the chatbot AI.



Chat Experience- We will continue using the live chat vendor we are
already testing as it would be easier for integration and they are a cheap
option for testing our Hypothesis.
User Experience -

● Button - Add a new button within the chat
options and label it “Get Quote”

● Behaviour - On a click, probe user to
understand the complexity of his operations show - “pls enter the
below information for us to calculate the best plan for you”.
If data complexity fits the description of a power user (described
above) - display message - “hang on while we connect you with
our pricing specialist”

● Available under all pricing buttons pre existing on every page.
● Auto Pop up - should lead to an auto pop up of the cheat engine as

already happening with other chat redirecting buttons.

Test Environment -

We need to show these options to limited traffic and ensure the experience is consistent for a
user every time he visits the platform:

1. Only show to X% users: we must be able to control X
2. Persist which users see it: if a user sees the get quote button once, they should

continue to see it on any given day that we’re running the test. We can base it on
Cookies or enable options based on login credentials.

3. Staggered Increase: on day 1, we’ll test our addition, only have this be for 10% users,
increase to 20% on day 2 and by 10% every passing day if all is going well per customer
ops

Alternative - Add a javascript snippet in the page? The variables required to be entered can be
a little complex sometimes. Live support on data to be entered over chat will help improve the
customers confidence over the quote received. If the hypothesis is proved right, we will consider
creating a snippet over the chatbot experience based on insights gathered to make the process
more seamless.

Success criteria / Metrics:
● Need to model out the cost of one chat person (handling pricing queries), vs. how many

chats they can do vs. how many new conversions these tentative pricing quotes shared
over a chatbot bring.

● Must get early feedback from cust ops manager and finance.
● Reports - a) Comparative conversion rates between people using Quote Generator

(Test) and People not using it(Control).
b) Unique users visiting the website and clicking on the Get Quote button.
c) Users able to successfully generate quotes on their own.



d) Users getting quotes with deltas higher than 5% , for both automated quotes and
those routed through the specialist.
e) Chat Experience - Time spent per chat , how many users can get a quote on their
own.

Future Work :

1. If we see very little usage of quote generator: we’ll need to try a few things like:
(a) Javascript Snippet to create a easier UI for calculation - Like an online excel with few
cells to fill
(b) Change Microcopy

2. If the test succeeds: we’ll ask for more customer ops specialists, and do a bigger roll
out in Q1 with better reporting for wider consumption, and formal chat training.

Tasks and Timeline

We need to have results and insights by 1st of december to plan a full blown rollout in next
quarter.

1. Oct 4: Launch meeting. Discussions on PRD with all stakeholders
2. Oct 8: Finalisation of quote calculator logic.
3. Oct 11: Meeting with chat vendor for incorporation of new features in Chatbot.
4. Oct 15: Making the feature live for testing within the team and debugging.
5. Oct 17: Team brief before launch.Suggestions/improvements before launch
6. Oct 20: Incorporation of improvements and launch post dry run
7. Nov 1:  Mid test review, understand progress, check if all necessary parameters

captured for hypothesis testing
8. Nov 20: Assimilation of data.
9. Nov 25 : Analysis of data , evaluation of report to understand performance of key

metrics
10. Nov 30: Hard date to wrap up test and have results on hand.

Risks -
● Some customers can be demotivated by seeing the price and may skip using the free

trial which could have otherwise changed their perspective towards the paid software.
● Tentative pricing could be wrong based on improper data input by the customer.
● The addition of the feature could have no impact on conversions

Probable FAQ from Customer -
● How long is this quote valid for?
● What is the level of confidence for the quote?
● If my needs increase/decrease , how much will the price vary by?


